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Where Are They Now?

Rodney King, the Jena 6, and the Duke Lacrosse stripper

By William L. Houston

One of my favorite hobbies for several years now has been keeping track of former "civil rights"
Where Are They Now?

celebrities after their fifteen minutes of undeserved media fame are over. It is an excellent way to demonstrate how political correctness has corrupted American journalism.

Everyone in America has at least a passing familiarity with these victims of White "racism," but few are familiar with their trials since then, which the mainstream media has refused to give the same amount of inordinate attention.

Where are these martyrs for "social justice" now?

Rodney King

Rodney King is my personal favorite: in the years since the Los Angeles riots, which led to the death of 55 people, King has been arrested for soliciting and having sex with a transvestite prostitute in Hollywood, beating his wife, multiple DUIs, vandalism, beating his own child, and indecent exposure in a public park while being high on PCP.

In 2003, King drove his car into a house after weaving through traffic and traveling at a speed over 100 mph. Two years later, he was arrested after threatening to kill his daughter and former girlfriend.

Don Lemon recently glamorized Rodney King in a CNN Presents special report called "Race and Rage: The Beating of Rodney King" to commemorate the twentieth anniversary of the alleged "racist beating" of this scumbag.

King won a cool $3.8 million dollar settlement in his civil suit. He used the money to start a hip hop record label.

A month ago, Rodney King was stopped by the LAPD for erratic driving and was issued a citation for driving with an expired license. Twenty years later, Rodney King is still a threat to public safety.

Jena 6

The Jena 6 were six black students in Jena, Louisiana who in an unprovoked assault beat a White student named Justin Barker nearly to death in 2006. Al Sharpton marched on Jena with 15,000 to 20,000 supporters to protest the clear injustice that was done to Barker's black attackers.

The Jena 6 movement was hailed in the mainstream media at the time as "the first struggle of the 21st century Civil Rights Movement."

In 2007, Jesse Ray Beard was accused, convicted and sentenced for simple battery, simple criminal damage to property less than $500 and simple assault.

In 2008, Bryant Purvis was arrested for assaulting a fellow high school student in Texas.

Corwin Jones was arrested for trespassing and simple battery following an incident in which he struck a man from behind.

Also in 2008, Mychal Bell spat in the face of his female attorney and pushed her to the ground. He was arrested later that year for shoplifting, resisting arrest, and simple assault after trying to steal $700 worth of clothes from a Dillard's department store.
In 2010, Bell was arrested and charged with battery after punching someone who was "running his mouth" at a Jena barber shop.

Catrina Wallace, the sister of Robert Bailey, founder of "Organizing in the Trenches," and central organizer of the Jena 6 protests, was arrested in "Operation Third Option" in 2009 and was recently convicted on three counts of distribution of a controlled substance. She faces decades in prison.

Marcus Jones, father of Mychal Bell, is calling for a Justice Department investigation into the arrest and conviction of Ms. Wallace.

**Duke Lacrosse Stripper**

In 2006, a black stripper named Crystal Magnum falsely accused three Duke lacrosse players, all of whom were White, of raping her at a party. Like the Jena 6, the Duke lacrosse scandal ignited a media firestorm about White racism and brought out all the usual suspects.

Hysteria swept Duke University.

The accused players were suspended, the team's coach was fired, and the entire lacrosse season was cancelled. The case later fell apart after it became obvious that Magnum had fabricated her story.

This morning Crystal Magnum was arrested and charged with assault with a deadly weapon after attempting to kill her boyfriend with a kitchen knife. The officers who arrived on the scene found that Magnum had succeeded in stabbing him in the torso.

In December, jurors found Magnum guilty of three counts of contributing to the abuse and neglect of minors (her own children who were taken away by social services), resisting arrest, and $500 worth of property damage. She had set fire to the clothes of her then boyfriend in a bathtub.

**Game**

I suggest we play a game: share the facts above on various websites and see how long it takes to get banned, down voted, or accused of "racism."

I'm about to try this out myself. We can compare scores in the comments.

---
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« But Are They Good Neighbors?  What is to be done? »
I'm permanently banned from the Knoxville News Sentinel forums where no negative comment is allowed unless its directed at a White person.

Barbara, just get another username at KNS and keep posting, if you like. I've had literally hundreds there. But I'll admit they finally wore me out...I rarely wage serious war there now. When I did, it took tremendous energy and sacrifice of many usernames, sometimes on a single thread. I would use different usernames to repost my comments, or to reply to them and quote them. Hard work for not much reward, at that site. I doubt I won a single convert. I do like a lot of the posters there and made some friends though. I wonder if you and I knew each other there.

I posted it to facebook, but I expect there are few in my social network that would be "offended" (such a useless word these days) by it. Either way, too many stories are a flash in the pan, good to see these important "heroes" revisited.

I got this one within three hours:

"Wow, so much apparent bias in the writing that it makes it hard not to call you a racist. There's a difference between presenting facts and editorializing them. The facts you've presented will not get you accused of racism, the way you've presented them will and should."

I'd say a better criticism is that even slime have rights, and no hero is perfect.
example, the best thing Ghandi probably ever did for India was die: his plan was to have everyone desert the cities and farm in villages in an era when India was already running out of farmland to make subsistence farming viable. MLK has been accused of cheating on his wife, Lyndon Johnson definitely did. JFK took uppers to deal with the pain of his war injuries, FDR cheated on his wife, Washington owned slaves, Lincoln violated the Constitution, Reagan had Iran-Contra, the Bush family had business dealings with companies that had operations in Nazi Germany in the run-up to WWII.

My point is that if you point at the bad stuff and claim it necessarily nullifies the good, you've made a logical error.

5 months ago   in reply to William L. Houston

StudioSaturn2

WRONG jamesb! It's not about picking out one weak spot in a person in order to denigrate them. It's about pointing out a pattern of behavior that indicates their true character.

5 months ago   in reply to jamesb

Brett M

I love social experiments! Although this is a bit like burning paper to prove paper is flammable, but count me in nonetheless.

Here's the definition of the word "editorialize": To insert personal opinions into an objective statement.

"Editorializing" : When a reporter draws a conclusion for the reader, it is considered an editorialized statement.

Here's the definition of the word "definition": A definition is a passage describing the meaning of a term.

5 months ago   1 Like

Iuefw

MANGUM. MANGUM. NOT Magnum.
See the way this works is -> create an outrage, then never mention it again. Now, the vague memories of these terms are associated with 'White Racism.' The content of the stories, or the characters does not matter. And since, "everybody knows" how racism is still rampant, who but a racist would think to question these instances? Yes, its beautifully Orwellian.

---

Keep up the good fight, dude! Where's Tawana Bradley?

---

Wow, way to ruin an otherwise reasonable and informative piece with your axe-to-grind capitalization of white.

---

If Sir William ever wrote something that was 100% palatable, we'd be forced to throw tomatoes at him.
It is important to note, also, that the entire 'Jena 6' debacle was CONCOCTED. All of the claims issued against the city of Jena and its White victims were found to be completely made up and the facts either skewed or omitted entirely. The only reason this information was known at all was because of the heroic investigation by a LOCAL JENA REPORTER who gathered the evidence and posted it in the local media. This act clearly showed the malfeasance and insipidness of the NATIONAL MEDIA which descended upon Jena and was CLEARLY in the pocket of the Sharpton/Jackson tag-team. The information that the local reporter found was AS ACCESSIBLE to the National Media, but was either ignored or squelched.

Keep up the good work W.L.H. Your efforts are very much appreciated!

http://chimptube.tv/joomla/ind...
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